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In one of the darkest, most hurting, and often overlooked corners of the world, one woman is

showing a way out of misery, poverty, and pain. Holding up a beacon of light, Maggie Josiah offers

an all-too-rare ray of hope to Ugandans grasping tenuously at the subsistence level. Carrying her

own scars, Maggie knows suffering but also knows, regardless of one's past or current

circumstances, anyone can transform his or her life. What she and her students do every day bears

brave testament to her unwavering belief in the power we each hold.Through a chance encounter,

John Shimer learned of Maggie's struggles, recovery, and fierce determination to help others. With

her vision always before her, after visits to Africa and mentoring in fund-raising from John, Maggie

made her dream a reality. She established African Hospitality Institute, or AHI, in Uganda to teach

young people the skills needed to succeed in the hospitality industry.Continuing his support and

remaining in touch with Maggie, John finally visited AHI. Turn Right at the Dancing Cow record's

John's two-week visit to AHI, looking back at how it came about as well as revealing incredible

transformations--in Maggie, the students, the country, and even himself.With sensitivity, insight, and

a sharp eye, John introduces us to people of Uganda, especially the students at AHI who are so

intent in succeeding that most secure positions in the hospitality industry even before graduation,

this in a country with 30 percent unemployment.
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John's own transformation began more than a year earlier, after a near-death experience. Still

coming to grips with what happened to him, it continues to exert its influence during his visit to AHI,



giving him a new way of looking at the world, the people around him, and his purpose for living.

Most important, it confirms for John that he is here for a reason: to share with the world what one

person can accomplish and inspire others to do the same.

I purchased the book because one of the write ups by the author; it said the book would explain

the"Farmers Paradigm

Inspiring story however it would have been more enjoyable written by the Maggie Josiah not John

Shimer. Outstanding dedication by Maggie Josiah!!

This journey begins in a hallway in Seattle and ends in a remote village in Uganda, where dozens of

lives are changed forever by the attention of one extraordinary couple, whose efforts to comfort,

support and empower a victim of familial abuse lay over the first dominos that will cascade into a

new beginning for African children half a world away.At the center of this story is a remarkable

African woman, who, despite the most difficult childhood imaginable, breaks free and sets herself on

a course that will change her fate, and the fate of so many others. This story is going to renew your

faith, help you see deeper into another person's eyes, and raise your hope about the strength of a

single spirit. When empowerment meets fortitude and determination, a miracle occurs. You will

come away with the realization that we all can tip that first domino over to transform the course of

another's life. We can be the wind that fills the sails of our brother's boat.
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